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I 
 
(Ex.1 – Title page) 
From the outset we are midstream, thrown into the current of the narrative in an eddy of 
nervous energy: any symmetry of pulse disrupted by elongations, irregularities, pauses, shades of 
timbre constantly shifting, degrees of masking, darting angular shreds of phrases, held tones 
impassive as river stones; all captured, but barely contained by an enwrapping tonal stasis.   
Always the same river, always changing. 
 
What follows is a succession, a collage, an aural-cinematic montage of “moments”, each self-
contained bloc characterised by a unique combination of timbres, gestures, textural and 
harmonic density and rhythmic movement.  While some recurrences of material do emerge from 
time to time, and some dramatic oppositions can occur at key points, the prevailing transitional 
technique is the transfer on of a detail – whether melodic, gestural, textural or rhythmic – and its 
reworking in a fresh, or related setting.  Overwhelmingly, one is reminded of the styles of Celtic 
art: 
 
Henry George Farmer writes: 
 
I have already spoken of the glottal crooning (cronan) as a characteristic of one phase of 
Celtic song, but perhaps a more artistic feature of felic and bardic music was the 
decoration or ornamentation of the melodic outline which…has persisted into quite 
modern times………. 
We see this feeling for decoration in other aspects of Celtic life.  If we let our gaze fall on 
that inimitable craftsmanship in the Irish Tara brooch and the superb penmanship of the 
Book of Kells,…the conceit flashes to one’s mind that this filigree and figuration is 
precisely what we hear in Celtic music…We see it more convincingly in the Orient, where 
the delightfully intricate arabesque in Saracenic art finds a like expression in Arabian 
music in the so-called ‘gloss’ or as the Arabs call it, tahsin (‘adornment’).
1
 
But is this all?  A common-place resemblance?  A visual hint for the duller listener? 
 
I have always been struck by the work’s fluid movement between, and layering of, at least three 
distinct types of material:  the first are the images, perhaps of human consciousness, embodied in 
the referential melodic fragments, the second being the active, but unselfconscious animal-like 
rhythmic activity and the third the implacable, stone-like materiality of the static sound-objects 
which are scattered through the score like whole-tone monoliths on a moor. 
 
                                                 
1 Farmer, 1970 (1947), 33-4. 
  1II 
 
What kind of art is this? 
 
Certainly there is a lively spirit of eclecticism in the technical and aesthetic tributaries of the 
stream flowing past us here:  more than a few drops of the Scots and Irish folk traditions are 
mixed in – the persistent gaelic psalm-like heterophony (here carried into the domain of 
rhythmic pulse as well as melodic elaboration) and a compulsive monothematicism, reminiscent 
of piobaireachd (not only present in the mass of foreground detail, but also, as we shall see, in 
the architecture of the formal design).   The sense of how time passes in this work also recalls 
the spirit of piobaireachd, a sense which might be personified, perhaps in tangential fashion, by 
the critic Dan Morgenstern writing about the jazz pianist and composer Thelonius Monk.  He 
says: 
 
You would not pick a fight with Monk…. who is a big man….. if you met him in a bar.  
You might step aside if you saw him coming, because there is about him the air of a man 
who knows where he is going.  He may not be on your time, but he knows what time it 
is.
2
 
There are other contributors: serialism – there is an underlying 12-note series composed for this 
piece (Ex.2), but treated in McGuire’s own way.  In an interview with Helen Mackinnon (then an 
undergraduate student), he says: 
 
It all ties in to create a family of themes that arises from the single, thematic note-row of 
the piece.
3
 
In other words, the note row is not a means of balancing tonal gravity across the chromatic 
space, but an encapsulation of the thematic resources of the work.  This marking out of the 
thematic borders, never fully or unambiguously stated in itself, is the urlar (or ground) of the 
whole piece, but whereas a piobaireachd begins with a challengingly stark statement of the tune, 
McGuire infiltrates its various elements into the rushing textural waters of the opening scenes.  It 
is also worth noting that he dispenses with the affectations of inversions, retrogrades or 
retrogrades of the inversion.  He turns his back on the effete veneer of academic serialism. 
 
There are also traces of minimalism in his manipulation of layered,  repeated and phased phrase 
lengths and pulsing eddies of textural activity.  But no echoes, either of the ponderous, cannabis-
inflected diatonicism of the hippy minimalist, or of the hyperactive great-grand-nephews of 
Copland who at either pole can represent the dire consequences of converting a useful technique 
into an intellectual fashion accessory. 
 
                                                 
2 Gottlieb, R, Ed., 1997,  607 
3 Mackinnon, H, 2002 Appendix B, 3 
  2Perhaps the most fruitful stylistic impetus from the European classical stream comes from some 
works of the early 1960s by Stockhausen.  Writing of these (e.g. Kontakte, Momente) as 
“moment-forming” works Stockhausen says: 
 
(They) neither aim at the climax, nor at prepared (and consequently expected) multiple 
climaxes, and the usual introductory, rising, transitional and fading-away stages are not 
delineated in a development curve encompassing the entire duration of the work. On the 
contrary, these forms are immediately intense and seek to maintain the level of continued 
"main points", which are constantly equally present, right up until they stop. In these 
forms a minimum or a maximum may be expected in every moment, and no 
developmental direction can be predicted with certainty from the present one; they have 
always already commenced, and could continue forever; 
4
 
 
While McGuire’s work exemplifies the intense concentration on the sensual moment outlined 
here, and it certainly shares the anti-narrative aspects of this aesthetic – the work’s subtitle is 
“Reflections on Neil Gunn’s novel Highland River”, not Representations, nor Re-tellings -   
nevertheless the artistic target is formed under different skies than Darmstadt’s.  I hope to show 
that this example of compositional practice, while depending on the essence-distilling potential 
of “moment-form”, and sharing its disdain for the formal contrasts and traditional temporal 
considerations of the classical style, does still produce more than simply a sense of change, but 
rather ends by achieving a moment of qualitative transformation.  While the work ends with an 
abrupt formal upbeat, what might follow in the mind’s ear does not, in Stockhausen’s sense, 
“continue forever” in the same plane, but will have edged upwards on the evolutionary spiral. 
 
III 
 
While reflecting on McGuire’s “Reflections”, I turned to another artistic river: Hugh 
MacDiarmid’s poem “By Wauchopeside” (Ex.3) :
5
 
Thrawn water?  Aye, owre thrawn to be aye thrawn!      stubborn 
I ha’e my wagtails like the Wauchope tae, 
Birds fu’ o’ fechtin’ spirit and o’ fun, 
That whiles jig in the air in lichtsome play        sometimes 
Like glass-ba’s on a fountain, syne stand still        then 
Save for a quiver, shoot up an inch or twa, fa’ back 
Like a swarm o’ winter-gnats, or are tost aside, 
    By their inclination’s kittle loup,      tricky leap 
    To balance efter hauf a coup.        upset 
 
There’s mair in birds than men ha’e faddomed yet      fathomed 
                                                 
4 Stockhausen, 1963, 189 
5 MacDiarmid, 1967, 15 -16 
  3Tho’ maist churn oot the stock sangs o’ their kind 
There’s aiblins genius here and there; and aince      perhaps 
‘Mang whitebeams, hollies, siller birks –         among     birches 
    The tree o’ licht – 
              I mind 
I used to hear a blackie mony a nicht          blackbird 
Singin’ awa’ t’an unconscionable ‘oor 
Wi’ nocht but the water keepin’t company        nought 
(Or nocht that ony human ear could hear) 
- And wondered if the blackie heard it either 
Or cared whether it was singin’ tae or no’! 
O there’s nae sayin’ what my verses awn        owe 
To memories like these.  Ha’e I come back 
To find oot?  Or to borrow mair?  Or see        more 
Their helpless puirness to what gar’d them be?        made 
    Late sang the blackie but it stopt at last. 
    The river still ga’ed singin’ past.      went 
 
  
O there’s nae sayin’ what my verses awn 
To memories, or my memories to me. 
But a’e thing seems certain; ev’n as things stand      one 
I could vary them in coontless ways and gi’e        give 
Wauchope a new course in the minds o’ men 
The blackie gowden feathers, and the like,        golden 
An yet no’ cease to be dependent on 
The things o’ Nature, and create insteid 
    Oot o’ my ain heid 
    Or get ootside the range 
          O’ trivial change 
Into that cataclysmic country which 
Natheless a’ men inhabit – and enrich. 
 
For civilization in its struggle up 
Has mair than seasonal changes o’ ideas, 
Glidin’ through periods o’ flooers and fruit, 
Winter and Spring again; to cope wi’ these 
Is difficult eneuch to tax the patience 
O’ Methuselah himsel’ – but transformations, 
Yont physical and mental habits, symbols, rites,      those 
That make sic changes nane, are aye gaen on,        such 
Revolutions in the dynasty o’ live ideals 
- The stuff wi’ which alane true poetry deals. 
Wagtail or water winna help me here,          will not 
(That’s clearer than Wauchope at its clearest’s clear!) 
Where the life o’ million years is seen 
Like a louch look in a lass’s een.          come-hither 
 
 
  4Can these images help us to bring out some of the essence of McGuire’s art? Compare this page 
from Source (Ex.4 pg 43).  Are these MacDiarmid’s wagtails? – the raw human consciousness – 
playful, unpredictable, escaping any ordered system, bounced about on the torrent of sensuous 
experience?  But then the blackie - (Ex.5 pg 6) – conscious or unselfconscious? – its song 
pouring out only its own essence? Does the song simply happen in the same place and time as 
the river, or is it self-aware, engaging with the rest of nature?  On the page we see the song, now 
metrical, now escaping metre; the strings enter – in tempo, but disordered, flowing unpredictably 
over the contrabassoon and tuba’s river stones: the solid certainty of the contrabassoon’s entries 
undermined by the tuba and double-bass distortion of the space between them.  The pulsating 
mass of string sound over its bedrock of tones is the embodiment of “owre thrawn to be aye 
thrawn”.  
 
IV 
 
I have referred to McGuire’s ability to concentrate the essential character of his formal building 
blocks in the “moments” or aural scenes.   These are presented as a series of mobiles, or 
“moments”, employing and overlaying a variety of techniques and notations.  It is difficult to be 
exact about the number of these “moments” as some transformations are more marked than 
others and there are numerous textural elisions.  I estimate the number at around 47 during the 
17 or so minutes of the work, ranging from half a page to several pages in length.  Here are some 
of the principal methods: 
 (Ex.1 – Title page) 
1)     Fully notated phrases in all parts, using conventional time signatures.  But score-wide time 
signatures (as opposed to those attached to individual staves) are of little significance in this 
work – except at one key point, referred to later – they are not metrical in the normal sense: the 
role of beats and bar lines is predominantly for the purposes of performance orientation. 
(Ex. 6a pg 6, Ex. 6b pg 7) 
2)  “Fixed rhythms”, but in rubato style, superimposed on a texture created by the free 
repetitions of cells in “tempo giusto”. 
 (Ex.7, pg 43 – Ex. 8,  pg 45) 
3)  An internal process of progressive thickening (Ex.7 pg 43) or thinning (Ex.8 pg 45 - above).  In 
other words,  the density of textures is controlled by processes of addition or subtraction. 
4)  Deployment of distinctive, repeated cells (Ex.7 pg 43), phased either orchestral section against 
section (Ex.6a pg 6)  or within the sections themselves (Ex.9 pg 44). 
Also, the combination and contrast of linear rhythms (Ex.8 pg 45). 
5)  Lastly, mobiles combining all, or some combination of the above techniques: (Ex.10, pg 52 
Ex.11, pg 53). 
This last instance comes directly after the only episode in which an explicit metre is consistently 
applied simultaneously to all active instruments.  The potential disruption stemming from this 
antithesis, suggested by the proximity of the events, is to some extent controlled by a rhythmic 
“dissolve” of the metrical section – it yields more or less gracefully to the prevailing aesthetic. 
 
Within these mobiles, we find melodic variants of numerous kinds:  
- transpositions, augmentations, diminutions, segmentations, rotations.  
- and with these a process of cellular projection: a gestural element can be extended and 
embellished, creating a new motif. 
 
Harmonic effects are created by:  
  5- pedal points e.g. the insistent, staccato Gs of the opening pages, or the slow unfolding of 
sustained whole-tone progressions. 
- the emergence of melody-derived clusters (Ex.12 pg 20).  
- the overlap of repeated cells, creating a complex, animated pedal point. (Ex.6 pg 6 - above) 
- harmonic objects arising from heterophonic interplay (Ex.10 pg 52 - above) 
There are very few block chords: the harmony does not support the melodic or formal line, it is 
created by it. 
Except in one episode, there is no metrical pedal, but rather localised concentrations of pulses, 
usually with asymmetric accents, creating a lively culture of rhythmic heterophony. 
 
V 
 
Gunn’s novel
6 opens with a titanic struggle, in the Dunbeath water itself, between his hero Kenn 
(still in his boyhood) and an adult salmon.  the passage is too long to quote at length, but it ends:  
    
  “Under the burning grip of human hands, the salmon went frantic and threw Kenn 
  about as if he were a streamer tied to its neck; the upended stones bashed his arms, his 
  legs, the back of his head; the bony cheek dug into his wrist; but nothing could now dim 
  the relentless instinct in him to roll both bodies from the shallow water on to dry land.  
    And this in time he accomplished.  When his hand was shot from behind the cheek it 
  drew gills with it. 
    The salmon flailed the dry stones with desperate violence, but Kenn was now in his own 
  element, and ever he brought his body behind the body of the fish and shored it 
  upwards, thrusting at the gills until his hands were lacerated and bleeding. 
    He dragged that fish over fifty yards in to the green park before he laid it down.  And 
  when it heaved a last convulsive shudder, he at once fell upon it as if the river of escape 
  still lapped its tail.” 
 
Gunn has his human subject almost enter into the spirit of the fish.  Certainly they are treated as 
equal beings, although belonging in different mediums: air and water.  McGuire fixes his images 
in tonal, rhythmic and timbral gestures, he abstracts and objectifies them and through his artistic 
methodology examines them from all points of view – just as MacDiarmid presents us with the 
imagined perspectives of wagtail, blackie and the Wauchope itself: the human, the animal, the 
inert, the real and the fantastical are presented in a state of “intermingledom”.   
 
This “intermingledom” is also reinforced by the orchestration of the work: there are only 
glimpses of primary colours in terms of instrumental timbre.  As with McGuire’s handling of 
rhythm, gesture and harmony, tone colours are overlaid, constantly mixed and remixed, always 
avoiding the unshadowed, the unevolving. 
 
                                                 
6 Gunn, 1937, pp 8,9 
  6VI 
 
I have referred to the influence of Celtic “unfolding”, and there is a relationship to the narrative 
modes of Gaelic mythology: episodic, re-told from different points of view, temporally fractured.  
In his introduction to “Contemporary Scottish Studies”, Alan Riach summarises one of 
MacDiarmid’s attempts to describe “distinctive Scottish qualities”, evident in all forms of 
Scottish life:
7
 
  “…..referring in a grammatically dense and clotted way, to ‘the old “antithesis between 
  the real and the fantastic” ….. “intermingledoms”….fine frenzies… the lust of 
  ratiocination, that almost mystical devotion to detail, that delight in “playing with the 
  pieces” they have, who, “unable to comprehend an ordered and lovely system” (or rather 
  unable to belong to it or devise its likes to suit themselves in accordance with their 
  inmost needs) “find their compensation in an abnormal sensitiveness to its momentous 
  and detached manifestations, absorbed in the interest of disparate phenomena, delighted 
  with individual things.”     
 
This “mystical devotion to detail” is often represented in Celtic art by a predilection for the 
listing of names, places, qualities, types and categories of related images.  In recent literature, an 
example is in Frank McCourt’s memoir “Teacher Man”
8: 
  
  “And you called yourself a teacher? 
  I didn’t call myself anything.  I was more than a teacher.  And less.  In the high school 
  classroom you are a drill sergeant, a rabbi, a shoulder to cry on, a disciplinarian, a singer, 
  a low-level scholar, a clerk, a referee, a clown, a counselor, a dress-code enforcer, a 
  conductor, an apologist, a philosopher, a collaborator, a tap dancer, a politician, a 
  therapist, a fool, a traffic cop, a priest, a mother-father-brother-sister-uncle-aunt, a 
  bookkeeper, a critic, a psychologist, the last straw.” 
 
This is the antithesis of the cataloguing lists of empiricism.  This is not an attempt to separate 
phenomena into hermetic species or to erect barriers between exclusive types.  It is rather an 
attempt to comprehend the world almost simultaneously from a variety of perspectives, to 
reflect the complexity and chromaticism of the human experience, to reject singular 
explanations. 
 
 
 
                                                 
7 MacDiarmid, ed.Riach, 1995,  xxvi 
8 McCourt, 2006, 19 
 
  7VII 
 
Looking back at all of these observations of the work (i.e. Source) one observes that it would 
have been simplicity itself for any composer to create a fascinating, but incoherent mess, a 
succession of glittering, but in the end fruitless, images.  The unifying and synthesising dialectic 
of sonata form and its brood of descendants is not present here in the larger formal divisions of 
‘Source’; contradictions, oppositions, contrasts, are mainly pushed down (or up?) to the level of 
surface detail, swarming and multiplying in front of our consciousness.  At the single point 
where a metrical system is universally enforced, we therefore sense danger, an intrusion, the 
shadow of an extraneous aesthetic.  Then it…..subsides.  But it is from this point, with the re-
establishment of the prevailing developmental method, that a sense of transformation is clarified 
for us – not through the formal contradiction itself, but through the emphasis lent by the recall 
of the flow of formal interconnections.  We are able to look back at the quantitative mass of 
varied repetitions, at its winding progress and experience a sense of qualitative transformation. 
 
MacDiarmid, in his exploration of the dichotomy between imagination and nature, self and 
other, sensual image and materiality, produces a resolution which, although not outrightly 
heretical, is not the standard response of orthodox Marxism.  The socio-economic base is hinted 
at in the form of “mental habits, symbols, rites”, but its primacy seems to be contested by the 
active, poetic, imagination: the revolution is in “the dynasty o’ live ideals”. 
 
In McGuire’s ‘Source’ – which does not so much “finish”, but simply seems to “end” for the 
time being – we also have the sense of going beyond seasonal rotations in its realisation of the 
intermingledom of the human and natural, itself capturing a glimpse of that “louch look in a 
lassie’s een”. 
 
Bill Sweeney February 2008 
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